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Abstract 

The performance and robustness of the iris-based recognition systems still suffer from imperfection in the 

biometric information. This paper makes an attempt to address these imperfections and deals with important 

problem for real system. We proposed a new method for iris recognition system based on uncertainty theories to 

treat imperfection iris feature. Several factors cause different types of degradation in iris data such as the poor 

quality of the acquired pictures, the partial occlusion of the iris region due to light spots, or lenses, eyeglasses, 

hair or eyelids, and adverse illumination and/or contrast. All of these factors are open problems in the field of iris 

recognition and affect the performance of iris segmentation, its feature extraction or decision making process, 

and appear as imperfections in the extracted iris feature. The aim of our experiments is to model the variability 

and ambiguity in the iris data with the uncertainty theories. This paper illustrates the importance of the use of 

this theory for modeling or/and treating encountered imperfections. Several comparative experiments are 

conducted on two subsets of the CASIA-V4 iris image database namely Interval and Synthetic. Compared to a 

typical iris recognition system relying on the uncertainty theories, experimental results show that our proposed 

model improves the iris recognition system in terms of Equal Error Rates (EER), Area Under the receiver 

operating characteristics Curve (AUC) and Accuracy Recognition Rate (ARR) statistics. 
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1 Introduction 

Iris recognition system [1] is the process of recognizing a person by analyzing the random pattern of his iris. The iris 

is the colored part of the eye and is around the pupil of every human being. In fact, it is a muscle within the eye that 

regulates the size of the pupil, controlling the amount of light that enters the eye. This biometric trait has a distinct 

texture containing randomly distributed and irregularly shaped microstructures, unique and informative texture patterns. 

The current research of the human iris could be classified into three main categories namely: the iris segmentation 

[2],[3], feature extraction and iris signature [4],[5], eyelid or eyelash detection [6], and compensation of eye rotation 

and iris texture deformation [7]. 

The efficiency and robustness of the human iris are greatly relying on the quality of the captured biometric sample. 

Recently, a great deal of research [3],[8],[9] was applied on non ideal iris images. There are many situations where the 

iris texture is damaged, e.g. in the case of lenses, eyeglasses, hair, motion blur, non-linear, deformed, ageing or adverse 

illumination and compression. All of these affect the iris template (the extracted iris feature). Therefore, it is imperative 

to first analyze the iris data and look for correcting the type of imperfections induced. Such imperfections can be 

classified into two main groups: imprecision and uncertainty [10]. Depending on the imperfection type, the state-of-the- 

art offers several tools proposed to deal with uncertain information such as, probability theory, fuzzy set theory [11], 
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evidence theory [12] and possibility theory [13]. Given the diversity of these uncertainty theories, we aim to choose the 

best method that can be adapted to our context. The specificity of the iris biometric data suggests a model able to deal 

with both ambiguity and variability. The probability theory was the first uncertainty theory that handles imperfect 

information but seems to be inappropriate due to its limitation in managing uncertainty without being able to handle 

imprecision. Furthermore, the fuzzy set theory is well suited for modeling imprecision and more specifically, ambiguity 

but it is unable to handle uncertainty. Fortunately, the evidence theory is able to model some types of uncertain or 

imprecise information. Such formalism is provided by the possibility theory. 

The possibility theory seems to fit best our proposed iris recognition system. Indeed, this uncertainty theory is a 

natural and flexible tool for representing imperfect information that is uncertain, more precisely variability and 

imprecise, more precisely ambiguity. Zadeh [14] was the first to introduce this theory and, subsequently, it was 

improved by several other authors, like Dubois and Prade [13], Cooman and Aeyels [15] among others. This theory has 

developed rapidly in recent years and has been widely used in various fields such as, diagnosis [16], obstacle avoidance 

systems and electronic travel aids (ETA) [17], and biometrics [18],[19]. 

In the possibility theory, the possibility distribution [15] is an essential concept, that can be derived from the 

collected data. This theory is related to other theories [20], such as, the probability theory, the fuzzy set theory and the 

belief function theory. The transformations (probabilistic-possibilistic, membership function- possibilistic or basic 

belief assignment-possibilistic) applied to these rules are often accompanied with a loss of information, i.e., an increase 

of imperfection (imprecision and/or uncertainty). Thus, a special attention should be paid. In our approach, we chose the 

probabilistic-possibilistic transformation, because this technique perfectly manipulates most of the imperfections related 

to our biometric data without loss of relevant information. Besides, these transformations are useful especially when 

dealing with uncertain and imprecise information.  

Many techniques have been developed to obtain a possibility distribution based on the probability distribution [20]-

[23]. They can be classified into two categories of probability-possibility transformations; one is based on the precise 

probability value and the other on the probability interval. The choice of the method and the class of probability-

possibility transformation, meeting the requirements of our iris modality, is a crucial step in our work. Variability and 

ambiguity, present in our iris data, make it difficult to get an accurate probability value. Thus, the obtained possibility 

distribution may not be satisfactory. To overcome this limitation, the probability confidence intervals offer an accurate 

tool for modeling such imperfections. Accordingly, the probabilistic-possibilistic transformation of Campos and Huete 

[24], relying on the probability intervals, is more able to cope with collected biometric data imperfections. 

2 Motivation and contribution 

An iris recognition system can be efficient if it is applied to a specific database but gives unsatisfactory results when 

applied to another database. By modeling the imperfection information contained in the extracted iris feature with the 

uncertainty theories, we hope to have a generic and performing iris system despite the errors that may occur during the 

acquisition or segmentation of the iris and the used normalization or extraction method. The main goal of our work was 

to build a robust iris recognition system to solve the new difficulties faced in this area. We are not trying to build a new 

method of localization of iris or an efficient extraction method of relevant information because, from the literature, we 

have seen that the performance of these methods varies according to the quality of the iris image. For this reason, we 

have chosen to treat imperfect information. The results show that our proposed system based on the uncertainty theories 

improves robustness and reliability in terms of identification and the proposed iris feature imperfection modeling 

approach was very effective in treating the imperfections found in the iris signature. Our contribution has consequently 

improved the performance of the typical iris recognition system [28].  

3 Brief Method 

In this paper, we propose an improved approach essentially based on iris feature imperfection modeling process. This 

modeling step is divided into four stages: In the first stage, the extracted feature is transformed into normalized 

measurements by Z-score and Min-Max normalization methods [25]. In the second step, the normalized feature is 

transformed into histogram probability distribution based on histogram parameters [26]. In the third step, the histogram 

probability distribution is transformed into interval probability distribution using Goodman formalism [27]. Finally, in 

the fourth step, the interval probability distribution is transformed into possibility distribution relying on Campos and 

Huete approach [24]. For the matching process, a similarity measure based on Manhattan distance is applied. Different 

experiments are performed on two subsets of CASIA-V4 iris image database to assess the proposed system. The 

purpose of our study is to apply the uncertainty theories for overcoming iris-data biometric system imperfections. 
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Fig 1: Flow of the proposed iris recognition system: (a) image acquisition; (b) iris segmentation; (c) iris 

normalization; (d) normalized iris image preprocessing; (e) generation of artificially imperfected iris images; (f) feature 

extraction; (g) iris feature imperfection modeling; (h) matching. 

3 Brief results 

In order to have a baseline for the comparison of the achieved results of the proposed method, we compared our iris 

recognition system to a typical one [28]. This biometric system consists of almost the same steps and methods as our 

proposed system, except for the iris feature imperfection modeling step (Fig. 1 (g)) which was omitted and the decision 

stage (Fig. 1 (f)) is achieved relying on the normalized  Manhattan distance. In order to compare the proposed iris 

recognition system and that of the typical system [28], we extracted a subset of image samples from the CASIA-V4-

Interval iris image database, including 700 left eye images of 100 subjects, having therefore 7 images per eye, whereas, 

for the CASIA-V4-Synthetic iris image database, we used all images of this database which contains 1000 subjects and 

10,000 iris images. In our experiments, the EER, AUC and finally the ARR statistics were computed and used for the 

performance assessment of both proposed and typical [28] systems. In our experiments, it is proposed to give the 

corresponding rate only to the testing phase. A first experiment to assess performance of the proposed iris system was 

conducted with a subset of right eye image samples from the CASIA-V4-Interval iris image database. 

The AUC, EER and ARR were used to assess the overall performance of both systems. The results of these 

assessments are shown also in Table 1. These outcomes confirm the improved performance yielded by the proposed 

system compared to the typical one [28] and indicating the feasibility of an iris recognition using a modeling iris feature 

step based on uncertainty theories. Following the encouraging results obtained in the first experiment using the step of 

modeling imperfections iris feature and applied on a CASIA-V4-Interval iris image database, additional experiments 

were also conducted on CASIA-V4-Synthetic iris image databases to assess the performance of our proposed iris 

system. Tables 2 give the values in terms of AUC, EER, and ARR for this database. The results obtained in this table 

demonstrate the recognition efficiency of the proposed biometric system. Table 3 shows the comparison between our 

proposed method and others methods [29]-[31] tested with samples iris images from CASIA-V4-Interval database. 

Observing the values on this table, we can see that the AUC and ARR of the proposed method significantly exceed the 

AUC and ARR of other methods. It is also noticed that the lower  EER value are provided by the proposed method over 

the others. Therefore, we can assume that our method perfectly minimizes the recognition errors. 

4  Conclusions 

In this paper, we proposed a robust method for iris recognition system based on the uncertainty theories. The 

experimental results on two subsets of CASIA-V4 iris image database namely: Synthetic and Interval, show that the 

identification performance of the proposed system is improved, compared to other typical iris recognition system. It 

proves the robustness of our approach dealing with some imperfections related to the iris biometric data. It should be 

noted that in the present work, our aim was to improve the performance of a recognition system regardless the use of 

ideal and/or non-ideal iris images from the database, or the imperfections that appear in the extracted iris feature.  
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CASIA-V4-Interval 

(100 subjects, 700 images) 

Typical system 

(without proposed 

approach) 

Proposed system 

(with proposed approach) 

AUC 

EER(%) 

ARR(%) 

                0.8647 

              21.3 

               78.69 

                         0.9999 

                         0.06 

                        99.93 

Table 1: AUC, EER and ARR obtained for both systems on a subset of left eye image samples from CASIA-V4-

Interval iris image database. 

CASIA-Synthetic 

(1000 subjects, 

(10 000 images) 

Proposed system 

(with proposed approach) 

AUC 

EER(%) 

ARR(%) 

0.9999 

0.14 

99.86 

Table 2: AUC, EER and ARR obtained for the proposed system on CASIA-V4-Synthetic iris image database. 

 CASIA V4-

Interval 

Daugman method [31] 

(2015, 500 images) 

Mira et al method 

[31] (500 images) 

Saminathan et al method 

[32] (2015) 

Rathgeb et al. 

Method [33] (2016) 

Proposed method 

 (700 images) 

AUC 

EER(%) 

ARR(%) 

0.9976 

1.05 

98.95 

0.9975 

1.12 

98.88 

- 

- 

98.5 

- 

0.98 

- 

0.9999 

0.06 

99.93 

Table 3: Comparison between our proposed method and others methods 
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